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Abstract
-

willing or able to forcefully act. This paper analyzes the economy created in the aftermath of unprecedented
systemic risk.
Introduction
In the past thirty years, the Chinese economy has expanded at one of the quickest rates of
human history. The emergence of the “China Dream,” an often-used slogan by President
the American Dream, is evidence of the new expectations and growth upon which the current population thrives. Yet the ease of presiding over prosperity has corrupted the internal
culture of China’s political and regulatory institutions. A meritocratic bureaucracy on paper, which has become a corrupt one in practice, pursues its sole mission to uphold the status quo without repercussions for institutional ignorance or irresponsibility. By consistently
returning to stimulus in order to prolong the growth of the economy, Chinese policymakers
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consumption. The Chinese economy has hit the wall of global demand. Despite grand
schemes to stimulate that demand, no stimulus will generate real demand in time to rescue
the economy from its savings.

this debt is intergenerational, bleeding into the culture of New China, preventing the Party
from addressing the problem. The threat of public dissent bars any political tolerance of
ing, the political status quo continues to perpetuate systemic risk through the relationships
between state-owned enterprises and the private sector. The current economic system in
China is unsustainable in the short run because of the cultural orientation toward political
Stability Oriented Culture
The clash between traditional Chinese familial expectations and its contemporary economy has generated a structural glitch in Chinese life. The traditional promotion of stability is
now at odds with the contemporary culture of chaos. The implicit pursuit of social stability
has corrupted a legally meritocratic bureaucracy where regulators, administrators and politicians are incentivized to maintain the status quo in the face of mounting issues.1 At the
same time, historic economic growth has left the people accustomed to economic growth
and expectant of personal prosperity. New expectations have given way to an evolving culture of social obligations. The One Child Policy has led families to expedite and centralize
intergenerational wealth transfers to support their sole descendants, dramatically increas-

Bureaucratic Incentives

hazard. The Chinese government’s system of internal evaluation is built on simple reinforcement tactics. Wages are awarded based on seniority, age, level of education, and
1

Derived from the characters of steady and decide, stability is an enduring cultural virtue.
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administrative rank.2 Three of the four -- seniority, age, and administrative rank -- incentivize self-preservative behaviors and policies rather than policies that promote long-term
3

Additionally, as promotion of administrative rank involves voting

on one’s statistical performance and internal alliances. In order to gather and maintain
system lacks mechanisms of gathering information on malfunctions or malpractices and
4
These two factors make
internal factions incredibly important to the individual success of a cadre, so it is unsurhierarchy above.
Furthermore, cadres are bombarded with thought control, dissuading them from creatively
engaging long-term issues impacting local economies. Though the practice is successful in
asserting the dominance of central leaders, ideological manipulation limits administrators
to addressing the problems assigned to them by Beijing, or whichever will help them obtain
the next promotion. While a growth emphasis incentivizes these governance improvements,
a stability emphasis not only does not do so, but actually disincentivizes improvements as
counties focused on stability avoid bold institutional reforms in fear of local unrest. Regardno courage.”5 The sustained rate of growth distorted the logic of evaluating performance
based on growth. Promotions have become less objective, resulting in an enhanced role of
patronage in local personnel decisions, which is a leading cause of corruption. Advancement became a sign of a cadre’s loyalty to their chain of command, so pursuit of advanceThirdly, maintenance of one’s own position requires systematic advancement in administrative ranking and seniority. Each successive administrative rank places formal and informal age restrictions upon cadres, tying political mobility closely to age. The mean age of

2

Administrative rank refers to the legal standing of a province or institution, arguably the
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Meanwhile, CCP Politburo
the Party bureaucracy regarding the age of its cadres, such that a cadre must progress up
the party ladder with age. Age restrictions prevent the entrenchment of cadres within a
single institution, limiting the potential for factional capture but also the stability of human
power of entrenched hierarchies but also disincentivizes a cadre from addressing long-term
problems, as they will inevitably retire or be moved away from those problems. It is not a
civil service but a party service; public servants do not answer downwards to the people they
serve but upwards to those they serve for.

A high savings rate throughout the country translates to widespread sensitivity toward savings, meaning the maintenance of a savings-friendly economy is important to the CCP. A
power of the CCP, and in brief moments of volatility, public outcry has not gone unnoticed.
Noteworthy public demonstrations have emerged in the aftermath of a string of shortdozens of corporations in the third and fourth quarters of that year.10 Many middle-class
Chinese families who reported losing money in risky ventures refused to quietly absorb
11
During the credit-crunch, private lenders
12

Revealingly, the CCP later acknowledged public concerns by

10

p2p-lending-market-could-be-decimated-year-amid.
11
12
-
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to “structural deleveraging” in order to ease fears of future defaults.13 Chinese savers are

14

this was driven by a localized surge in the price of pork imports, which doubled year-on15

M2 money supply has quadrupled in the past ten years. One of the most telling signs of
was generated in 2013.
All across the
income distribution, savers are running to high-returns and new markets to escape future
assets carry. Ultimately, a majority of this new wealth is channeled into the purchasing and
maintenance of property assets, as the new generation of bachelors need property and
safety to meet their standards.
For serious dating and marriage prospects, property is considered a requirement in addition

13
14

-

15
-

Ibid.
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20

women surveyed believe that men need a house, a stable income, and a certain amount of
woman’s income.21 Unfortunately for young Chinese men, homebuyers pay an average of
10 times their income stream for a home.22
23

Much of the pressure comes from parents who feel taunted by the wealth around them in
the aftermath of the One Child Policy.24
ciated with these intergenerational wealth transfers are so well-known they have earned a
adults upon being given their family’s combined fortune.25 One popular saying, “A good
wife and health are a man’s best wealth,” illustrates how marriage is important for maintaining good familial relationships because it helps the family gain guanxi or maintain
mianzi. Attending to guanxi is important for both personal and professional relationships
in China. Business is conducted almost exclusively through guanxi, so a person’s value in

20
21
22
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-
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Andrew Jacobs, “For Many Chinese Men, No Deed Means No Dates,” New York Times,
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Associated Press, “Young, Rich and Chinese: It’s life in the fast lane for the emerging class

26
implies trust and mutual obligations between parties, and it operates on personal, familial, social,
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A person’s wealth is
an essential determinant of their quality of life, social life and employment, which is why
wealth is important to contemporary Chinese culture.
Unsustainable Practices
The country’s meteoric rise has become a comfortably easy point of legitimacy and support
for the CCP, while the economy seems to grow without fail as it expands in a young market. By consistently returning to stimulus in order to prolong the growth of the economy,
enterprise with growth driven by investment,rather than consumption.30 Provincial governments rely on debt to fund central initiatives and regular public expenditures. Two signature investment initiatives, China 2025 and One Belt One Road, commit titanic amounts
of investment toward economic evolution and international demand. The development of
skills and strategic infrastructure require prolonged, high-risk investments, and returns will
not arrive in the short-term. The Chinese economy has hit the wall of global demand, and
despite its grand schemes to stimulate that demand, no stimulus will generate real demand
in time to satisfy the national savings glut.
Borrowing Habits
debt is generating concerns in both public and private circles.31 Among Chinese borrowers,

responsible for repaying a larger portion of their real debt. According to the latest data re-

private lending through quasi-state trust companies and secondary balance sheets to make
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-
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-
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33

The

34
35

Without real assets or reve-

employment.
Future Stimulus
economic program promotes strategic industrial development through targeted investment.
Although the ideological thrust behind the plan is sound, accelerating the process of adding value to an economy is challenging in the short-term. Funding cannot solve the higher
education and high-skilled labor peak in service-oriented economies; the process of generating the necessary supply of high skilled labor will take decades. As of the middle of last
strategic technologies, which on paper, are modelled after private venture capital funds that
funds are government-run bodies set up to direct capital to chosen sectors in accordance
with government policy. By having state-owned investment enterprises spearhead China

In spite of China 2025’s stated plan to focus on services, manufacturing continues to be
and non-manufacturing PMI both have continued to show steady growth, yet manufactu-
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beijings-made-china-2025-plan-isnt-dead-its-out-control.
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Chinese policymakers. Manufacturing PMI hit an all-time high in 2013, corresponding
with well-documented stimulus taking place during that time, most notoriously in the cement sector.
40
At the same time, services
PMI has been erratic, but generally countercyclical to manufacturing PMI, indicating that
in times of recession, or administrative concern, the service sector grows more slowly, even
almost shrinking in 2014 before a dramatic increase.41 Non-manufacturing PMI continued to grow in the last decade, but its growth rate has steadily declined after rebounding
42
The countercyclicality
of service and manufacturing sectors occurs because of the institutional reaction of the
Chinese government to quickly rescue the manufacturing sector. This countercyclicality
may not occur at the long-term expense of the service sector, yet it underlines the sector’s
widespread state-ownership and historical state monopolization, is the simplest option for
stimulus, while the service sector is more exposed to a slowing real economy. Not only is
China 2025 incomplete because of its impossible timeline, but also because of the lack of
support for the service sector during these brief moments of distress. Potential returns on
China 2025 investments will not materialize in the short-term, or even the medium-term,
eliminating the initiative as a potential location for successful stimulus.
erate immediate returns. One Belt, One Road is another example of a theoretically strong
Unfortunately, the short-term prospects for BRI continue to worsen, as smaller countries
Malaysian Cabinet announced plans to abandon a $20 billion high-speed rail across the
Malay peninsula, and $3 billion gas pipeline projects.43 The Malaysian cabinet released
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“China Caixin Manufacturing PMI.” Trading Economics, Markit Economics. December
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“China Services PMI.”
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“China’s Belt and Road Initiative: Why the Price Is Too High.” Knowledge@Wharton.
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a statement explaining that their reevaluation of the budget led them to determine they
In a second notable example, Myanmar’s Minister of Investment and Foreign Economic
He said, “We do not have any concerns about
the debt trap...we are not going to borrow to the extent where we can’t repay.”45 Ignoring
the widespread concerns of debt-trap diplomacy, the short-term future of BRI is bleak,
44

expanding with One Belt, One Road, there are no new sources of revenue that the Chinese
from the addition or integration of existing demand or assets. BRI is not a plan to incorporate existing assets or demand, but rather a plan to create them elsewhere. As an exporter,
China cannot discover new sources of supply to create new revenue streams, as opposed to
commodities exporters. In the long-term, an export economy must rise and fall with global
demand, so when global demand contracts, exporters shrink.
Systemic Risk
The Chinese economy has experienced the longest period of rapid economic growth in
human history, but never before has an economy been able to outrun the reality of long run
economic growth. A cycle of good money chasing bad money has continued for 25 years,
creating an economy that is systemically overleveraged and built on cycles of worsening
credit. Whenever the economy has shown signs of slowing, the response has been consistently political: the infusion of more stimulus to propel the economy to greater heights.
There has been no opportunity to clear balance sheets, and the asset growth has been outpaced by the growth of credit. Provincial governments have resorted to selling rural land to
compensate for a disproportionate amount of public expenditures since Beijing has refused
options to raise revenue to keep pace with internal performance evaluations. Collective desperation to continue growth has led to bad growth and bad credit, a cycle of systemic risk.
44

-
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The intentional extension of excessive credit to another debtor country with the intention of extracting economic or political concessions from the debtor country when it becomes
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nance projects. These projects can include necessary, routine maintenance, but oftentimes
their sole purpose is to give somebody something to do. The repaving of roads, maintenance of escalators, and reconstruction of public goods are among the most common
the economy. More well-documented is the administrative repurposing and sale of land.
nue from land sales than taxes.

more land sales every year for swelling urban populations.

50

As a result of these reforms,

remains in Beijing. Though the central government will often subsidize local expenditures,
the threat of provincial shortfalls remains on the provincial balance sheets. Provincial govof revenues during that time.51 The disproportionate expenditures of the Chinese state

52

The prevalence of land sales high

Ibid.
50
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Frank Tang, “China to give local governments bigger share of tax revenues to contin-

ger-share-tax-revenues.
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lights provincial governments’ desperation for revenue and the lack of regard for the sustainability of their revenue sources.

companies to pursue riskier sources of lending. Private manufacturing has been shrinking
without access to traditional sources of funding despite its higher share of exports and high-

and exports.53
This riskier source of capital was the shadow banking sector, which exploded with lending
nesses, often without a government’s implicit backing or tangible assets like property, is
considered a risky undertaking.”54
part of national debt.55 The most common tools of stimulus led to the least amount of real

Lending
ey out of China pursue risky, speculative investments, often with dire consequences they are
savings leave the traditional banking sector to pursue higher interest rates. Yet these higher rates of return lead to higher rates of risk throughout the economy, leading to systemic
a string of bubbles in new lending markets: shadow banking and P2P. The most recent bub-
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structured deposit is a deposit with embedded derivatives, designed for investors who are
potentially higher return by taking a certain amount of risk, while also maintaining the capHowever, structured deposits are being marketed as infallible WMPs that provide the security of a deposit and the return of a private loan, despite
the fact that structured deposits are primarily deposits and not WMPs. These structured

management and misleading product sales have emerged in the creation and marketing of
structured deposits. These problems seem to plague the Chinese lending sector, occurring
in P2P, WMPs, shadow banking and now structured deposits. Before structured deposits
emerged, P2P lending became popular as both a formal and informal sector, and before
P2P, shadow banking was a key source of liquidity. The volatility of this industry originates
from its repeated targeting by regulators. However, these small, high-risk lending operations
continuously reappear a short time after every new round of regulations.
Though these rounds of regulations have been successful in the short-term, regulators have
lending. The most blatant example of this permissive culture is the commonplace use of
secondary balance sheets. From small, private lenders to state owned commercial banks,
Although these
ularity, or at least the concern they pose to regulators. Many Chinese commercial banks
With this in mind, regula

foreign exchange rate. If a derivative is contractually transferable separately from the contract, then
-

Ibid.
-
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In lieu
Though the targeted RRR cut should release
kept the private enterprise from continuing to shrink. Ultimately, the potential regulation
could pressure commercial banks to acknowledge their other balance sheets, or simply generate even higher rates of insolvency. The use of secondary balance sheets breeds distrust
without an accurate picture of corporate debt, and each factor compounds upon the next
to increase systemic risk.

safe, government-backed debt, and these highly rated loans have entered the real economy
trillion.
and in many cases, instead of providing guarantees or other support in clear violation of
The central government frowns on the use of budgetary funds to directly bail out local
hidden debt into government bonds.
In the absence of central deleveraging, enterprise managers have no incentive to address
expand their economic and political clout. The recent initiative to support small business,
where the medium-term lending facility was established in order to incentivize safer, oneWhile private lenders have begun to shield some liquidity from direct loans to small cor

kick-start.
Ibid.
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porates, this new shielding has come at the cost of replacing the liquidity of private loans
vice increased in tandem with their ballooning debt. However, through synthesizing debt,
secondary balance sheets, and loan shielding techniques, the debt is publicly viewed as safe
and manageable.
Conclusion

-- all foundational to the contemporary Chinese economy, contribute to its volatility in the
short and medium term. The challenges within the culture of the bureaucracy lie in how
rate debt, while the challenges created by Chinese savings create a political environment
that prevents regulators from using traditional tools to address this debt.
The internal incentive structure of the cadre system rewards short-term solutions to longterm problems, as administrators are incentivized to focus on promotion through maintenance of the status quo rather than long-term solutions. The widespread practice of

keen to address this problem, the importance of savings in Chinese contemporary culture
wealth for an increasingly unequal society, but savings connote one’s social status and ability
to marry in the aftermath of the One Child Policy. Thus, savers are increasingly in fear of
and riskier methods, compounding the problem of corporate debt. Despite the debt being
held by Chinese corporations and operated largely by local governments, deleveraging has
led to widespread popular dissent, forcing the government to ignore the problem as it continues to grow.
Though traditional methods of deleveraging may yield success, Beijing’s appetite for public
upheaval has been and will continue to be low. While there may eventually be some kind of
mean reversion, the process will be painful for Chinese savers. In the face of systemic speculation, lenders can only hope for the rapid generation of real assets throughout the econo

Ibid.
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my, a prospect growing less feasible as the Chinese economy slows. Ambitious initiatives like
China 2025 and One Belt, One Road will undoubtedly increase long-run demand for Chinese goods and services, but their short-term success is equally unlikely. When the potential
for new spending runs dry, so does the potential for new saving. Continuously slowing
Chinese growth limits the potential for growth through investment, which has accounted
quences have meant the populist disruption and even destruction of institutions.
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